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Abstract

We construct the general couplings of linear multiplets, including Chern-Simons
forms, to chiral matter as well as to the standard supergravity-matter system. Insist-
ing on a canonically normalised Einstein term we discuss in particular the appearance
of non-holomorphic gauge couplings and perform duality transformations in full gen-
erality. We present the implications of these structures for the effective description of
sigma model anomalies, with and without coupling to supergravity, following recent
proposals of Derendinger, Ferrara, Kounnas and Zwirner and of Cardoso and Ovrut.
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1. It has been recently found [1,2] that certain holomorphic functions characteristic
of supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories acquire non-holomorphic corrections at one loop,
in seeming contradiction with standard constructions [3]. This apparent paradox was
actually first raised by Dixon, Kaplunovsky and Louis [1] in their computation of the one-
loop corrections to inverse gauge couplings in supersymmetric vacua of the heterotic string.
They found that a non-holomorphic dependence in some of the chiral moduli superfields
appears at this level in the F'''"F^ gauge kinetic term. This seems to go beyond the
standard formulation of Cremmer, Ferrara, Girardello and van Proeyen [3] in which the
gauge kinetic term has the form

\(fab(<p) + Uf))F"'" F^ (1)

with /„/, a holomorphic function of the scalar fields <p.

Non-standard structures, on the other hand, may be expected if the couplings of linear
multiplets [4] with Chern-Simons forms and supergravity are included. Already in early
formulations [5] (see also [6] in the context of N=4 supergravity) it was clear that the
coefficient of the gauge kinetic terms is provided by a real scalar field which is identified
as the lowest component of a linear superfield. The coupling of this linear multiplet to the
complete supergravity-matter system was subsequently discussed in [7] and [8], together
with the duality transformations which allow to establish the relation to the standard
formulation of Cremmer et al. [3,9].

In [8], we actually proposed a completely general superfield coupling of the linear mul-
tiplet to supergravity and matter in the presence of Yang-Mills Chern-Simons forms. In
TV = 1 four-dimensional supersymmetry, linear multiplets describe antisymmetric tensor
fields together with a real scalar field, a Majorana spinor and no auxiliary fields. Antisym-
metric tensor fields can be used to compensate for the change under gauge transformations
of Chern-Simons forms and to construct gauge invariant objects. We show in the following
that the Lagrangian that we proposed indeed provides a convenient framework to describe
non-holomorphic contributions to the coupling functions, together with the extra symme-
tries which arise in this context. This is in line with a very recent paper by Derendinger,
Ferrara, Kounnas and Zwirner [10] who have addressed the same issue by supersymmetriz-
ing the non-holomorphic terms.

We emphasize that a good understanding of supersymmetric structures involving linear
multiplets along with Chern-Simons forms, both of the Yang-Mills and the gravitational
type, is vital for the discussion of Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation mechanisms and
their remnants in four-dimensional low energy effective superstring theories. This is in
particular true for the case of possible anomalies related to the Kâhler transformations as
discussed by Cardoso and Ovrut [11] and in [10].

In the following, we shall first construct explicitly non-standard coupling functions in
the context of global supersymmetry, where the same questions are at stake [1,2]. This



allows us to give in extenso the generalized coupling of a linear multiplet to matter in
terms of the component fields, thus illustrating in a simple context the essential features
of the complete supergravity superfield action of [8].

We then turn to the supergravity case and discuss the general structure of the possible
couplings, together with the corresponding new symmetries. We also show explicitly, at
the full superfield level, how, through duality transformation, the standard formulation
13,9] of supergravity coupled to matter is recovered.

2. In extension of Zumino's construction of the nonlinear model [12], we replace the
Kàhler potential K{4>,<j>) by a more general function K{<j>,^>,L) which not only depends
on chiral and antichiral superfields <pk and <j>' but also on a number of linear superfields
L '. The rigidly supersymmetric action is then given as

J (2)

To be more precise we shall work out a scenario where supersymmetric Yang-Mills
interactions are taken into account as well. Following the methods (and notations) of [9]
this is most easily done by requiring </>* and <f> to fulfill Yang-Mills covariant chirality
conditions

V'x4>k = 0, Vnfi = 0. (3)

In the construction of component field expressions this will then automatically ensure
gauge covariance at all stages.

Moreover we shall include Che a-Simons forms of the Yang-Mills gauge potentials by
means of the modified linearity conditions [5]

VxVnL
A = 2fcM(r( W1W11),

VnV«LA = 2ifc4<r(W,vWi). (4)

Here, for the time being, the index A just serves to distinguish the different linear super-
fields and does not (yet) indicate any nontrivial charges, and Ar1 denote real numbers. Eqs
(4) a e the superspace versions of the usual Bianchi identities encountered in the description
of antisymmetric tensor gauge fields coupled with Chern-Simons forms in four-dimensional
N — 1 supersymmetry.

The explicit kinetic terms for the Yang-Mills sector are usually given as

f d> Xd2Sfab(<t>)WaaWb
n + /i.e., (5)

with holomorphic superfield functions /(„*,). The main point of the following discussion
is, however, that already the action (2) contains a kinetic Yang-Mills term. Its coupling
function kAK,\ — kA^\, which arises due to the modified linearity conditions (4) easily
accommodates non-holomorphic contributions.



Before giving the explicit form of the full supersymmetric and gauge invariant com-
ponent field action let us briefly comment on the case kA = 0 (no Chern-Simons forms).
Then, clearly the action (2) has the Kâhler invariance

(6)

but is, for k A = 0, also invariant under the replacements

K - K + LA(HA(<j>) + H,(t)) (7)

with H \, H \ holomorphic, antiholomorphic functions of (/>,<£ (here the lower index A does
not mean differentiation with respect to LAl). Note that only diagonal component field
kinetic terms are compatible with this symmetry.

In the case kA ^ 0 (at least one of them) the usual Kàhler invariance (6) remains valid
but the replacements defined in (7) will then result in an additional kinetic Yang-Mills
term of coupling function kAReHA and in an axion term with factor kAImHA, even before
supergravity is turned on. We will come back to this point later on in the discussion of
the coupling to supergravity.

It is remarkable that the superfield action (2), which consists of one single term contains
at the same time the complete supersymmetric and gauge invariant kinetic terms for
the chiral multiplets, the linear multiplets and the Yang-Mills multiplets. An explicit
calculation shows that the expansion of (2) in terms of component is given as:

C = -Kk&
mnVmAkVnÂ

l - ^ H C A

- \Kki<r^rlVmX
nk + KklF

kFl

+ -KABg Oml OnI + -K.lB<Taa

K.,Bcr^rdmp KABHiH

~(KAkVmAk ~ KMVmA')HAm

\kAKAtr (fmnfmn + 2i*%,X*Vm\A

io%A\AVm\a - 2DD)

+ trilinear and quadrilinear terms. (8)

Here, the usual Yang-Mills covariant derivatives appear [9] and we have defined, following
[8],



Component fields are defined according to standard notations: A',x'l'iF' f° r chiral multi-
plets (and similar notations for antichiral multiplets) and Xa, X,\, a,,,, D for Yang-Mills mul-
tiplets. For the linear multiplets we have defined /•' = LA\,pA = 4^.0,,Z/'!,/?;-' = -Jr1D11L '
and the antisymmetric tensor 6;,1,,, appears through its field strength: [T>,,,TV, ]L A1 =

The terms proportional to Kkl and to KAB are invariant under both, transformations
(6) and (7). However, the combinations [10]

VAm - KMVmAk-KAlVmA', (10)

transform like connections under (7), i.e.

VA,,, - VAn+2idmImHA. (11)

After integration by parts this produces an axion term

hAImHA ektmntr(fklfmn), (12)

whereas the variation of the Yang-Mills coupling function,

kAKA -» kAKA+2kAReHA (13)

gives rise to a term
l-kAReHA tr(f"'"fmn). (14)

By construction, of course, the action (2) provides us with the full supersymmetric
completion of these terms as well. The complete component field action reads:

£ = - l-Kkig
mnVmAkVnA

l - l-Kkl(x
làmVmX

k) + l-KklF
kF

+ l-KAB%mndmlAdJH + l-KAR(pHâmdmP
A) - l-KAB%"""Hi-HH

n

+ l-{KAkVmAk)HAm

l-kAKAtr [(/"•"/mn) + 4*(Â*mPmA) - 2(DD)]

- \ [KkiA{xk<rmy!) + 2KkAB{xkcrmf) + K ABC{pB «m

- iKktA(xk<rmVmA'pA) + t-KkAB(p»<rmdmlAxk)

- \KkAB{pAamVmAkpB)



y / 2 V *•'*

+ l-Kk(AD)k-i^

+ \kAk8{KAH - KkAKkkKkB)tr(\\)tr(\\)

- \kAtr(\\) [(Kt]A - KkkKkAKkl])(x'xJ)

+2(K,AB-KkkKkAKklB)(X'pH)

+(KABr-K
kkKkAKkBr)(p

Bpc)}

+ l-(K,]i3 - KkkKljkKkf}){x'xj)(x'xJ)

+ 2^'}iA ~ ^ KijkKk,A)(x'xJ)(x'p" )

+ ±(K,JAB - KkkK,jkKkAB){X'xj)(PApB)

+ \{KljAH - KkkKlkAKk]B){x'pA){x}PR)

+ \{KlARC - KkkKtkAKkBC){x'pA){pHpr)

+ \(KABCD - KkkKkABKkCD)(pApB)(pcpn) + h.c. (15)

We have defined
i>m x

k = VmX
k + KkkKktjVmA'x

j (16)

and

Fk = Ffc + ^

- KlAB{pApB) - 2KnA(X'pA)} (17)

where Kkk is the inverse of the Kàhler metric Kkk.

3. We now consider the general superfield coupling of linear multiplets to supergravity
and matter in the presence of Yang-Mills Chern-Simons forms. The generalisation of eq.(2)
to curved spacetime was proposed in Ref.[8|:

£ = JdAxdx0EF{<j>,j>,LA), (18)

where F is for the time being a general function of the chiral (antichiral) superfields <f>
((j>) and of the linear superfields LA present in the theory. There is in eq.(18) an implicit
dependence through the supervierbein £ on a general Kâhler potential, which we also
denote by K(<t>,<j),LA): we have integrated the Kàhler dependence into the superspace
structure by making all the spinorial derivatives covariant with respect to the Kâhler
structure, i.e. we work in the Kàhler superspace formulation [9].



In addition, the superfield action presented here will be subject to the transformation

F(<f>,4>,LA) - F(<j>J,LA) + LA(HA(<fi) + H.,(t)). (19)

As will be discussed later on, this transformation induces the following change in the
action:

6C = h I

+ \kA J Cl1O-H.^trim.W). (20)

This can be explicitly verified using integration by parts in superspace. Note that in the
case kA = 0, this transformation is an invariance of the action2.

We will postpone to a future publication the complete expression of the Lagrangian
(18) in terms of component fields. The terms of more immediate interest to us have been
discussed above at the level of global supersymmetry. We stress again that the single
expression (18) includes kinetic terms for all the fields present : scalar and fermionic fields,
gauge fields and antisymmetric tensors.

If F is independent of the linear multiplets (F(4>,4>)), we know [9] that it is possible to
perform a rescaling at the level of the superfields to include F into the Kâhler structure:
the Lagrangian is then simply given by the integral of the supervierbein J d'OE. In other
words, a function F(<j), <£) can be scaled away to be interpreted as a piece of the Kâhler
potential. It is therefore interesting to see, when one includes a dependence on the linear
supermultiplets, how much information in F(</>,^, L1) can be transformed away into the
Kâhler structure and how much is a genuine independent contribution of the function F .

To address this and other issues of interest, we will use the well-known property that
linear multiplets (antisymmetric tensors) are related through a duality transformation to
chiral multiplets (scalar fields). We will perform explicitly a duality transformation on the
Lagrangian (18) to show that one recovers a theory with chiral and gauge multiplets whose
couplings agree with the standard formulation of the supergravity-matter system [3,9].

Let us consider ihe Lagrangian

= -ZJd''QE [F (<M,£ ') + E(^ ' - *"'n)(&i + S A , (21)

where S,\ is a chiral superfield (in the Kâhler superspace sense [9]),

X>dS., = 0, (22)

2In taking the flat supeispace limit, F will be absorbed into K and one recovers the formulation of section
2.



and L ' are unconstrained superfields.'' The Chern-Simons superfield fi is defined by:

[V1xV''' - 8R)Cl = 2Ir(W1Wn),

W"). (23)

Since S.i is chiral, it can be written as

5., = (VnV" -8R)XA, (24)

where S.i is an unconstrained superfield. Note that the Lagrangian is thus invariant under
gauge transformations thanks to the relations: '

(VVn - %R})6n = (VnV" - 8R)6Sl = 0. (25)

Varying the action with respect to S.i yields after integration by parts:

(VnV" - 8R)LA = (VnV" - 8R)kAQ = 2kAtr(WnWn),

(V"Vn-8R})LA = (V"Vn -8R})kAQ. = 2kAtr(W,tW"). (26)

We conclude that the LA are linear superfields coupled to Chern-Simons forms (if kA ^ 0).
An integration by parts then shows that (21) is equivalent to (18). The Lagrangian (21)
describes, on shell, the coupling of linear multiplets to supergravity and matter.

One can alternatively consider a variation of (21) with respect to LA. In order to
introduce the difficulties stepwise, we first consider a single superfield L which does not
couple to Chern-Simons forms (the corresponding k is zero). Varying with respect to L
yields (we drop the index A)

dF

where we have used
1 FlK

6LE =--E°—6L. (28)
3 OL

Solving (27) gives L in terms of <f>, ^, 5 + S and the resulting Lagrangian is written in terms
of chiral superfields:

S))

} (29)

We know that the correct normalisation for such a Lagrangian is simply:

C = ̂ Jd1OE. (30)

'Note here that our starting point is somewhat different from the one taken by Ferrara and Villasante [7]
who consider L as a linear superfield and S + S as a real superfield.

'The LA superfields are taken to be gauge invariant (the L used in Ref.[10] is actually our L — il).



In terms of component fields, this means in particular that the Einstein term is correctly
normalised. It also means that all the Kàhler dependence has been scaled away and
appears only in an implicit way (i.e. in the underlying Kàhler superspace structure). We
thus require the condition:

F{<I>,4,L) +L(S+ S) = I, (31)
where L is the solution of (27). These two equations yield:

F L^-I hdK (22)
F~LdL-l"iL^L- ( 32 )

This equation was obtained in Ref.[8] directly from Lagrangian (18) by imposing the correct
normalisation for the Einstein term in the component field formulation. We emphasize that
this is of fundamental importance if one wants to make meaningful comparisons between
different theories (or compare for example the tree-level and one-loop effective actions). In
the derivation presented here we can interpret eq.(32) as fixing the part of the function F
which can be interpreted as a Kàhler potential.

The solution of (32) reads[13):

F(<f>,4>,L) = 1 + LV(<f>J) + ̂ J ̂ | | ( 0 , ^ I ) . (33)

We see that the only term in F(<j>,<f>,L) which is not fixed by the choice of the Kahler
potential is the term linear in L: LV(<j),<fr) (the "integration constant" of the differential
equation (32)), Indeed, one can check that, in the Lagrangian (18), only a term linear in
L, viz.

Cnn = -31CL1OELV(^t), (34)

cannot be set to one by a superfield rescaling (the Weyl weights of E and L sum up to
zero: <T(E) = ~2,<T(L) = 2).

Finally it is important to realize that the presence of the real superfield V(<j>, <p) is
associated with a new invariance of Lagrangian (18) which is a Kàhler invariance:

In the next step of complication, we consider the case of one superfield L coupled to a
Chern-Simons form as in (21). Varying (21) with respect to L and imposing the condition
(31), one obtains the same differential equation (32) for F(<j>,é,L).° The Lagrangian now
reads:

C = -3 J^6E[I-Sl(S+ S)], (36)

where the new term arises from the coupling of L to Chern-Simons forms. To put eq.(36)
in a more familiar form [8], we write it as

C= - 3 / dl$E

'Due to the variation law i/,fi = ifl|y-6L, the terms proportional to the Chern-Simons form cancel out
in this equation, as expected from gauge invariance considerations.



- I [tM^siVAir - 8R)n
oJ K

Vn-SRt)Q, (37)

where the terms added vanish by integration by parts (5 and R are chiral superfields),
and use (23) to obtain

= - 3Jd1
OE

Ve--S Tr(WnW''1). (38)

We therefore recover the standard formulation of matter coupled to supergravity [3,9]. The
gauge coupling function is holomorphic:

/ (S) = -QkS, (39)

while the non-holomorphic contributions are included in the Kâhler potential K(<f>,4>,L)
where L = L(<j),<f),S + S) is the solution of eq.(31). This was first noted by Derendinger,
Ferrara, Kounnas and Zwirner [10].

The Kâhler invariance noted above (in eq.(35)) now has an anomalous behaviour due
to the coupling of the linear multiplet to the Chern-Simons form. Indeed under the Kâhler
transformation V((f>,(fi) —* V(<fi,<f>) + H(<j)) + H(4>), one finds, using the same trick as in
eq.(37),

SCnn = \k f d'e^H(4>)tr(WnWn)
4 J K

*-k J d>6^H(4>)tr(WnW% (40)

This is the superfield version of the terms found in the global supersymmetry case, at ihe
component level (eqs.(12,14)).

Finally, in the general case of Lagrangian (21) with several superfieltis L * c- upled or
not to Chern-Simons forms, one obtains the general equation:

Changing to the homogeneous variables L = V and £f = L( /L1 for C > 2 cancels the
explicit dependence in all but one L:



We thus recover the same equation as in the case of a single linear multiplet (eq.(32)) and
we can solve it in the same way:

- ,. L r dL dK - r
F = I + LV{$A,t! ) + x / ~r^j-{<t>^L,il ). (43)

O J Lj OLj

We defer the study of this general case to a future publication and conclude with some
explicit examples based on a single linear multiplet, in order to relate our study with the
existing literature. Consider the following expansion of the Kàhler potential:

K = M<t>,4>) + alogL + Y, K,,{<f>,4>)L". (44)
ri>2

The corresponding solution of (32) is:

F = I - a / 3 + LV(<j),4>) + Y K,,(<f>,4>)L". (45)
Tl —

If we restrict ourselves to Kn = 0 for n > 2, which corresponds to the choice of Rei.[9], we
see that the most general F function includes the term linear in L discussed previously.
The solution of (31) reads

^ = S + 5 + V W ) (46)

and
S + S) = Mt, 4>) + a log I - a log(5 + S + V(<j>, $)). (47)

It is interesting to discuss this equation in the context of the one-loop renormalisation of
the gauge coupling performed by Dixon, Kaplunovsky and Louis[l]: S + S is interpreted
as the tree level gauge coupling and V(<£, ̂ ) is a generic (non-holomorphic) threshold
correction. We thus see that, up to a normalisation factor, it is L~l which must be
interpreted as the renormalised gauge coupling. The lesson to learn from (46) is that the
natural framework to perform the renormalisation of the gauge coupling functions is the
linear multiplet formulation. Adding non-zero Kn (n > 2) would include higher order
corrections, if any, but we can note here the special status played by one-loop corrections.
The explicit computation of Ref.[l] indicates that, in this context, V(<f>, (f>) contains a piece
which is nothing else but K^(J), <j>). This fact has been stressed by Derendinger et al.[10]
and is in agreement with the Kàhler properties of V{(j>, <j>) (eq.(35)).

In closing we note that our analysis is completely general in the sense that it does not
resort to any kind of perturbative expansion. We expect therefore that results emerging
from string loop calculations, for instance, should fit into this more general framework.
This is also true for the effective description of anomalies via the new invariance related to
the inclusion of linear multiplets into the general supergravity-matter coupled system. In a
more complete theory, gravitational Chern-Simons forms should be taken into account[ll].
In this case, geometric superspace formulations are known[14] which should help to con-
siderably simplify the technical difficulties usually encountered and to allow for a better
understanding of the subject.
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